
Metrik



Museum Franz Gertsch, Burgdorf, Switzerland. Jörg + Sturm Architekten AG, 2002. Metrik cantilever chair: Organic. Ergonomic. Iconic.



Metrik
186 range, design: whiteID

Metrik’s unique appearance opens a new chapter for cantilevered chairs with its organic curves, polygonal surfaces, 
and rounded edges incorporated into one unified body. The seat seamlessly fuses with the tubular frame, and is fur-
ther integrated visually with one consistent color throughout.
With a spacious form, Metrik provides extra comfort along with an integrated seat cushion and an option for addition-
al back upholstery. Its distinct design and range of colorways welcomes it into a diverse range of design environments. 
The chrome-plated frame allows for convenient stackability up to six chairs.
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Cantilever chair 
¡ 17.7 in. ¶ 34.3 in. 
¢ 22.4 in. | 23.62 in.
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The contemporary, sculptural but nevertheless understated form is just as eye-catching as the colors it comes in.





Hard-wearing materials and superior comfort predestine Metrik for co-working and multipurpose areas.



Metrik’s versatile design means it’s easy to combine with other table and office chair ranges.



The chrome-plated frame makes Metrik an impressive stackable chair for cafeterias, training rooms and seminar spaces.



Frame surfaces

Bright chrome-plated tubular steel, coated black, grey, grey-beige, orange-red, blue-grey or white with a textured matte finish

Seat and backrest shell

Black, grey, grey-beige, orange-red, blue-grey or white

Bezugsmaterialien

37 | 47 | 54 | 60 | 63 | 66 | 67 | 74 
For all upholstery material and more colors see price list or catalog

Awards





Museum Franz Gertsch, Burgdorf, Switzerland. Jörg + Sturm Architekten AG, 2002.
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Metrik cantilever chair 
186 range. Design: whitelD, 2016.
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